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practicable to generate useful electricity from
suitably designed thermocouples For example
the U S S B, produces a thermoelectric device
which uses the heat from the chimney of a
domestic oH lamp to produce enough electricitv
to work a radio Presumably this is very useful
in remote parts with no electricity supply But
the possibilities do not stop there Indeed an
eminent Eusslan au honty has stated tnat
thermocouples could produce electricity diree*
from the warmth of sunlight on a scale and at a
cost comparable with conventional fuel burning
power stations Even if solar energy cannot be
so used It might be possible to use the heat of
nuclear reactors but this means that the
thermoelectric devices would have to stand up
to very heavy radioactivity and still work It
is not surprising however that many firms are
showing great interest m thermoelectricity these
days
Thermometer an instrument by which the tern
perature of bodies is ascertained. The most
famfljar kind of thermometer consists of a glass
tube with a very Email bore containing in
general mercury or alcohol This expands or
contracts with variation in the temperature
and the length of the thread of mercury or
alcohol gives the temperature reading oa a scale
graduated in degrees Various forms of
thermometer are used for particular purposes
Thermonuclear Reactions   See Nuclear Fusion
Thirty nine Articles    See Articles.
Thistle Order oS.   See Knighthood.
Thorium, a scarce, dart grey metal element
symbol Th discovered by Berzelius in 1828
AH substances containing thorium are radio
active Chief source of thorium is monaate
sand big deposits of which occur in Travancore
(India) Brazil and the USA. Considered
important as a potential source of atomic
energy since the discovery that it can be trans
muted into U283 which 13 capable of fission
like U235
Thrush a large family of song birds of the Passtsn-
form order distributed all over the world The
British species include the robin redstart
nightingale song thrush (or mavis) blackbird
mistle-thrush ring-ouzel of the mountains and
large numbers of migrant fieldfares and red
wings from northern Europe are winter visitors
Thunder the sound heard after the occurrence
of a lightning flash. It is due to vibrations
of the air along the path of the flash, which
are eet up by the sudden heating (and ex
panslon) followed by the rapid cooling (and
contraction) to which the air is subjected It
is unusual for thunder to be heard more than
10 miles away the distance being estimated
roughly by allowing 1 mile for every 5 seconds
which elapse between seeing the flash and
hearing the thunder Continued rolling of
thunder results from the zig zag nature of the
flash and the multiple strokes of which it is
composed variations in the energy developed
along the path, and echo effects. Thunder
storms are caused by powerful rising currents
of air within towering cumulonimbus clouds
and are most frequent during the afternoons
and evenings of sunny summer days
Thursday the 5th day of the week, named after
Thor the Scandinavian deity To the ancient
Romans Thursday was cKes Jams or Jupiter's
day
Tidal Power The principle of exploiting the
energy of 6he tides is similar to hydro-power
since It Involves the harnessing of falling water
A barrage across a bay or estuary ib filled during
flow tide and closed during ebb tide creating a
difference In leveL When the water Is allowed
to fall towards the lower side of the barrage it
operates a turbine which drives a generator
More sophisticated schemes would incorporate
pumped storage facilities. An essential require-
ment is a large tidal range in order to get a
sufficient head of water. Although a 240mW
scheme haa recently been completed on the River
POWW arc generally Insuffidentlyfiirrunr
able for the method to be widely vised. See also
pydroelectric Schemes.
Tides the periodical rise and fal of the waters of
the ocean and It? arms are due to the gravita-
tional effect of the moon and eon. Newton was
 the first to give a general explanation of the
phenomenon of the tides. He supposed the
ocean to cover the whole earth and to assume at
each instant a figure of equfllbrium under the
combined gravitational influence of earth sun
and moon thus making and controlling the
tides At most places there are two tides a day
and the times of high and low water vary
according to the positions of the sun and moon
relative to the earth When earth moon and
sun are in toe (at full moon and new moon) the
gravitational pull is greatest and we get
spring tides When sun and moon are at
right angles (first and third quarters of the
moons phases) we get the smaller neap
tides
Tiers Etat the lowest of the three estates of the
realm as reckoned m France—nobility clergy
and commons (tiers flaft—prior to the Kevolu
tion
Tiger a powerful carnivorous animal of the cat
iarnily which occurs m India and certain other
parts of Asia Its skin is of a tawny yellow
relieved by black stripmgs of great beauty of
formation Some tigers attain a length of from
S to 12 ft
Tune. The measurement of time has become of
increasing importance to man with the advance
of civilisation It was at first almost inevitably
based on the succession of night and day the
waxing and the waning of the moon, and on the
changing seasons of the year and the astro
nomlcal observation of these three periodic
effects has served as the basis of time measure
ment until recent years The precision of the
observations has continually increased and
clocks have been developed for dividing the das
mto smaller unite The clocks were adjusted
so as to keep In step with the rotation of the
earth on Its axis but during recent years an
atomic standard of tune has been developed
and clocks are now adjusted so as to keep in
step with the natural period of an atomic vibra
turn See docks, Greenwich Mean Time
British Standard Tims
Tm is a white, metal element symbol Sn data
Stannwn) whose commonest ore ia casavtente
(tan oxide) which occurs in Malaya Indonesia
Bolivia Congo Nigeria and Cornwall It
protects iron from rusting and the tin coating
on tlnplate is applied by dipping the thin steel
sheet in, molten tin or by electrolysis Tin
alloys of importance include solder bronze
pewter and Britannia metal
Tit or Titmouse a small insectivorous bird of the
woodlands and forests bright of plumage and
very active and agile often seen hanging upside
down searching for food There are over fifty
species, eight of which occur ja Britain the
Great and Bine Tits, familiar in gardens and
countryside the Cole Tit, Marsh Tit Willow
Tit Bearded Tit Long tailed or Bottle Tit
and the Scottish Crested Tit
Titanium, a scarce metal symbol Ti. difficult to
extract from ores found in association, with
oxygen in ruffle, anatase and brookite, as well
as with certain magnetic iron ores. It com
bines with nitrogen at a high temperature
Discovered by the Eev WIffiam Gregor m 1791
Titanium alloys, being very resistant to stress
and corrosion and combining strength with
lightness are finding wide application not only
m marina and chemical engineering but in the
building of aircraft rockets, and the nuclear
energy field Titanium dioxide is now widely
used in making paints
Tithes, an ecclesiastical tax consisting of a tenth
part of the annual produce known to the ancient
Jews, and first imposed by Christian authorities
in Hie 4th cent although not made compul
sory in England before the fith cent Tithes
derived from land are termed 'praedial those
derived from cattle being etyled mixed, while
others axe personal. After the passing of the
Tithes' Commutation Act of 1886 tttheff were
gradually converted mto rent charges, and to
day the old form of tithes exists only to a small
degree Consult Tithe Act of 1SS6
ystf (Trinitrotoluene} A high explosive'formed
by the action of a mixture of nito mid Sulphuric
aclda on toluene. Nofr-highly sensitive to shock,
it can be used In shenswitccKit danger, and
ia exploded by a time, or detonator ruse Apart

